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We established a cooperation with the underground division of Berliner Verkehrsbetriebe (BVG). Our computations lead to the 2005 timetable of Berlin Underground. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first timetable that has been computed with mathematical optimization techniques, and finally got into daily operation.

An important step is the visualization of results. To that end, we developed the network waiting time chart. Important transfers are represented by bold transfer arcs. In our example, long waiting times (> 5 min) are highlighted by red transfer arcs. One can observe easily that the number of (bold) red arcs decreased after mathematical optimization has been involved (right chart).

Our solution algorithms are essentially based on integer programming techniques. We identified short integral cycle bases of directed graphs to be particularly helpful for finding strong such IP formulations. We succeeded to draw the complete picture of seven subclasses of directed cycle bases.
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